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Abstract
On the basis of eight available terriers of a large royal estate of Niepołomice in southern Poland and of the
vital records of two parishes located on its area, all dating from the early eighteenth century, this article
examines the effect of famines on the economic situation of both feudal lords and their peasant tenants.
The restrictive framework of the second serfdom in Poland did not prevent two severe mortality crises at
the time triggered by crop failures. The key hazards caused by the famines for demesne economy were
shortages of corvée labour and peasant-owned draught animals. While the famine mortality that affected
the peasants reported as farmers in the terriers was not high, the famines were conducive to peasant impov-
erishment and reshuffled groups of various financial statuses.

Introduction
Subsistence crises and famines in Western Europe have been the subject of widespread discus-
sion.1 Studies in this area have evolved from identification and description to more complex causal
analyses, in particular distinguishing between natural (Food Availability Decline) and human
(Food Entitlement Decline) impacts.2 Historians’ interest has been increasingly drawn by social,
economic and institutional vulnerability and resilience to catastrophes that may lead to famine.
The mixture of market, externalities (such as the state) and society’s internal structure also seem
key to understanding the different frequencies and extents of subsistence crises in the past.3 This is
not the case for Eastern Europe, where the rural population used to be strictly subjected to feudal
lords (second serfdom), while farming production for the market and trading in produce were
dominated by the lords’ large demesne farms (Pol. folwark). With reference to Polish lands it
has even been suggested that under such circumstances, large-scale famines might not have taken
place at all as a result of a ‘moral economy’, where the lord of the manor was responsible for the
subsistence of his subjects in the face of crop failures and famines.4

This article sets aside the recent vehement discussion on the social and economic distinctions
between Eastern and Western Europe, including issues such as the essentiality of subjection, the
sources of serfdom or the scope of market engagement of the rural subjects.5 Instead, the principal
purpose of this analysis is to ask whether – and if so, how – famines in southern Poland affected
the demesne economy from the perspectives of both the lord and the rural subjects in the
eighteenth century. These perspectives are hardly present in mainstream research on subsistence
and other mortality crises, though they make it possible to track reactions to crisis from two
economies – manorial and peasant – which coexisted in the same place and time.

There is a tradition of studying demographic and economic crises on Polish lands, yet the focus
has mostly been on the effects of wars, wartime destruction, and epidemics (predominantly in
cities). Before the Second World War, research was started on a catalogue of natural disasters,
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but it was unfinished by the outbreak of the war and interrupted after it. Therefore, knowledge
about subsistence crises and famines in pre-industrial Poland is woefully inadequate. Witold
Kula wrote:

It appears that Poland did not know such severe general and periodic famines during the
sixteenth to eighteenth centuries as those which were a part of the rhythm of France’s eco-
nomic life during the same era. Is this a mistaken impression that results from our lack of
knowledge? Or is it actually true? And if so, how can it be explained, given that one cannot
assume that the returns on labour and land or the commercialisation of agricultural produc-
tion were higher in Poland than in western countries? Here, again, is a problem of enormous
importance.

Elsewhere, he also expresses doubt about whether the economic development of Poland and the
degree of urbanisation created adequate conditions for famines to develop.6 Some discussion on
this subject is found in some collective studies on the rural economy and population.7 Given what
we know about the causes and consequences of crop failure in Western Europe, it is unlikely that
Poland was a particular exception, the more so that famines also occurred in areas with similar
social structures and economies (for example, Prussia and Bohemia in 1771–2).8 It is only Cezary
Kuklo in his survey of the demographics of pre-partition Poland who has pointed to famines as
sources of powerful mortality crises.9

Similarities to countries west of Poland do not, however, apply to the engagement of the state in
the face of crisis. While countless lands of the Holy Roman Empire intensified their law-making
activity and expanded their agendas in the first half of the eighteenth century, in the Polish
Commonwealth there was a peak of central impossibilism and decentralisation that took the form
of local assemblies of the nobility that took ad-hoc and limited action.10 The Catholic Church in
Poland did not respond in any substantial way to the crises of the era, a practice markedly different
from that of the Protestant Church or even Catholic France.11 These various aspects of famines
have not been studied with reference to Poland.

Global discussions on the status of the rural population in the demesne lordship makes little
reference to the lands of the Polish Commonwealth, which should occupy a prominent place in
this type of research, firstly because the territory was fairly vast, and secondly because the variant
of second serfdom that existed there was rather extreme.12 Unfortunately, after an abundance of
research in the 1960s and 1970s, which followed – more or less loosely – the Marxist research
model, interest in the economy of the pre-partition period dwindled.13 As a result, there is still
not enough local research to provide a basis for new generalisations and the verification of old
theories.14 According to these, the entire rural population (with the minor exception of settlers
brought from abroad) was personally subjected to feudal lords, and peasant farmsteads (and
the landless population) were essentially required to serve the seigniorial demesne farms by sup-
plying labour, draught teams, and performing guard duty at the farm buildings. In the interest of
the lords, tenant farmsteads were therefore of a size that ensured only a minimum level of sub-
sistence for the family and in addition as much working stock as was necessary for the manor. Any
intensification of tenant production above the minimum made the lord take steps to take over the
surplus.15 This, combined with the fact that the peasants satisfied many of their needs via the
manor or even out of the demesne’s products (for example, they drank the lord’s beer or vodka
in the lord’s inn), led to a presumption that their contact with the market was limited. On the
other hand, we know of the peasants’ increased, at least temporary, demand for cash, which they
needed to pay to be discharged from corvée labour or when the church tithe in kind was replaced
with a monetary tithe. Also, the needs of the noble demesnes cannot entirely explain why market
rights were widely granted to numerous villages and fair privileges to small private towns from the
second half of the seventeenth century onwards.16
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Scholarly research in Poland has not devoted much attention to how the lords supported their
subjects. It is known that tenants could use the lords’ oxen and horses (called draught teams) if
they lost theirs. There are also records of demesne owners building peasant cottages or extending
grain loans.17 For want of all-in studies of the real effects of such support in the region of tradi-
tional ‘second serfdom’, we should recall the conclusions of a case study of Swedish Skania, where
villages of subject or free status existed side by side. That study demonstrated that longer crop
failures had milder effects on the subject villages in the first year, yet in the following crisis years
the status of the village population turned out rather immaterial in this respect.18

The possible effects of famines on the feudal economy will be looked at in a case study of the
Niepołomice estate, a large royal estate in the south of Poland. There is a royal castle in the village
of Niepołomice, located by a large forest on the right bank of the Vistula River, 30–40 km east of
Krakow. In the first half of the eighteenth century the Niepołomice estate comprised 8–9 demesne
farms and 16 villages (949 households with land or cottage in 1736). Niepołomice had just been
granted the status of marketplace village and, apart from farmers, was inhabited by settled people
providing services for the castle, as well as craftsmen. There were two parish churches within the
estate (Mikluszowice, Niepołomice), although their territories did not overlap entirely with the
estate (Figure 1).19 The estate mainly produced grain, probably for the local market, which it also
processed in its breweries and distilleries.20 Among the typical peasant obligations (duties in kind,
small money land rent, transport) the most important duty of the peasants was forced, unpaid
labour (corvée): with the tenant’s own animal team (draught labour) required from full tenants
(full peasants), or without an animal team (pedestrian labour). For example, in 1744, the obliga-
tions were convertible to 2,313 pedestrian days.21

The Niepołomice estate casts a valuable light on the economic mechanics of a ‘typical’ demesne
economy in eighteenth-century Poland in both royal lowland estates and big latifundia of other

Figure 1. The Niepołomice estate (seventeenth to eighteenth centuries).
Source: Created by the author based on Ziemie polskie Korony w XVI w. Przestrzenna baza danych, Instytut Historii PAN im. Tadeusza
Manteuffla <https://atlasfontium.pl> and K. Ostafin, M. Troll, K. Ślusarek et al., Historical Dataset of Administrative Units for Galicia
1857–1910 (2021) <https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/PXDP41> Harvard Dataverse, V2.
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property types (noble and church lordships).22 Extensive estates were quite common in this part of
Poland. One example was a populous demesne east of the Niepołomice estate, owned by the
bishop of Krakow. The impact of famines was likely different in the case of the as numerous
but smaller estates of the petty nobility and lower-ranking clergy; however, some of the effects
of and reactions to famine were universal in demesne lordships.

At the Niepołomice crown-owned estate, management was exercised via leases, usually made
for terms of several years. At the time the lease contracts were signed, detailed surveys of seignorial
properties and tenant duties (terriers) were obtained, listing all peasant farms by the name, sur-
name, and type of tenant: kmieć (full tenant), zagrodnik (smallholder or half tenant, lit. crofter),
chałupnik (cottager), or komornik (lodger). The surveys were taken for the following years: 1710,
1715, 1725, 1730, 1733, 1736, 1739 and 1744.23 Moreover, parish registers are available for the two
parishes in the Niepołomice estate, Mikluszowice and Niepołomice, which will yield information
such as births and deaths at the time of famines. Apart from quantifiable sources, chronicles kept
by the priests of the nearby rural parish (Chełm) were used for reference as they covered the 1737
famine (Figure 1).24 While not a collection of exhaustive data essential for analysis of the demesne
economy, this roster of sources is quite unique. One observation that can be made on the basis of
the existing publications on landed estates in southern Poland (Małopolska or Lesser Poland) is
that terriers dating from the first half of the eighteenth century have survived in small numbers,
likewise annual accounts and crop inventories.25 In order to find points of reference for the
Niepołomice estate data for selected yearly periods and smaller estates in other regions of southern
Poland are utilised here.

For a better understanding of the Polish context, some concepts used in this text require
clarification:26

Peasants were villagers under a condition of serfdom, both those who held land and those who
held no property at all;

Ploughland (Pol. rola) was a standard measure of cultivated land, corresponding in size
roughly to the English hide (laneus, Ger. Hufe, Pol. łan), on which the total of feudal obligations
was calculated; we know that in some villages on the Niepołomice estate in the eighteenth century,
the standard ploughland comprised 10–12 hectares of arable land and 3–6 hectares of meadows,
which is likely half of the original medieval full tenant farmholding.27 In fact, it could be shared
between 2 to 4 farmers in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries;

A Farmstead (croft) was a smallholding liable for labour services; in the village of Drwinia on
the Niepołomice estate, farmsteads had 4.5 hectares of arable land and occasionally as much
meadowland. Farmsteads were not shared as frequently.

Lease of corvée, corvée rent was a money fee for not performing corvée (except a few days a
year during the most urgent fieldwork); in the Niepołomice estate one day a week was convertible
to 10–20 zlotys of annual fee.

Famines in the eighteenth century
According to the latest findings, pre-partition Poland was not free of famines, that is, food short-
ages (mostly grain) that generated a growth in prices, and causing a severe mortality crisis. In the
eighteenth century, two great famines plagued the lands of southern Poland: one in 1714–15 and
the other, even more gruesome, in 1737. There were also some minor subsistence crises at that
time, when prices of the staple grain – rye – rose significantly (1727, 1745–6, 1758, 1772–3). The
nature of all these crises has not been clearly investigated as yet, though most probably weather
shocks were the immediate trigger in each case. According to notes for the years 1701–48 by the
parish priests of Jazowsko, a village located in the foothills, both famines followed years that saw
heavy rains, floods and poor crops of grain.28 Both famines were part of a spate of crises triggered
by wars and epidemics, which until now have been highlighted in studies as the main contributor
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to the demographic and economic downturn in Poland from at least the mid-seventeenth century
to the mid-eighteenth century.29

Nonetheless, only the two famines mentioned had a significant impact on the demographics of
southern Poland over that period, with a clear slump in births and a sharp increase in deaths,
evident despite the shortcomings of the deaths registers of the day.30 Demographic crises were
also observed in two parishes in the area we are going to deal with more closely (Figure 2). It
was very infrequent for Polish records dating from that period to state the cause of death, yet
in November 1736, in Mikluszowice parish, starvation was given as cause of death, with the anno-
tation tempore famis. Amid a surge in casualties, such annotations were later abandoned.31 In
autumn 1736, in the neighbouring parish of Chełm, where no death records have survived,
the parish priest noticed a higher mortality driven by famine and the diseases spreading in the
aftermath. The following spring deaths were still on the rise and during the Easter confessions
the churchman saw he had lost over eight hundres soulsout of more than two thousand previously
confessed.32 These figures are hard to verify but the Mikluszowice parish can roughly be said to
have had a congregation of 2,600 in the 1730s. The toll of the subsistence crises was thus between 7
and 10 per cent of the population.33 At the current stage of research the impact of migration on
total population cannot be determined. All we know is that immigrant deaths were recorded at the

Figure 2. Registered births and deaths in Mikluszowice and Niepołomice parishes (1705–50).
Source: Mikluszowice parish, Liber baptisatorum (LB) 1697–1711, 1711–23, 1723–40, Liber mortuorum (LM) 1660–1715, 1728–59;
Niepołomice parish, LB 1668–1729, 1730–52, LM 1710–29, 1730–65.
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time mortality peaked, while the post-1737 famine terrier mentions people who left the
Niepołomice estate.

The famine at the turn of 1714 and 1715 was caused by crop failures resulting from poor
weather conditions, and additionally exacerbated by the Great Northern War that had recently
swept across Polish lands with continuing internal unrest until 1717. Troops marching back
and forth across the country during the War of the Polish Succession (1733–5), heavy summer
rains, floods and several years of crop failures preceding the famine of 1737 were described in
detail in the chronicle of the Chełm parish noted below.34 The extent of the disaster was much
wider than regional and covered Mazovia, eastern Pomerania and Silesia, and possibly also other
regions within the borders of what is today Poland.35

Closer in date but geographically distant, famines in India and China in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries resulted in demographic change that was not very acute in the long run, stud-
ies conclude. In terms of age distribution of the fatalities, people of reproductive age were relatively
less affected, which allowed for a fairly fast return to the pre-famine numbers of population.36

Similarly detailed data are unobtainable for the parishes in the region under discussion, but
the situation followed a dual track. In the Niepołomice parish located around the seat of the estate,
the first famine triggered a short-lived crisis: in the early 1720s the number of baptisms already
began to exceed the pre-famine figures. The other famine brought a demographic stagnation for
some ten years, reversing only in the late 1740s. The final tally of that half-century indicates a
considerable growth in the population of the parish. The plight of the Mikluszowice parish
was significantly different: while the population had more than recovered soon after the 1714–
15 famine, the 1737 hunger caused much greater stagnation. As a result, in the late 1740s, the
number of dwellers may not have reached back to the level recorded at the beginning of that cen-
tury (Figure 2).

Peasants in southern Poland in the eighteenth century
The peasant economy under the feudal system in Poland has yet not been fully examined, indeed it
has been almost entirely disregarded as a research topic in Poland.37 Detailed studies devoted to
single demesnes or to specific aspects across larger areas do appear but in terms of more general
reflection, particularly with reference to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, we need to fall
back on Witold Kula’s model and Jacek Kochanowicz’s synthetic study. Kula concluded that the
observable progressive decrease in size of the average serf farmstead was triggered by the feudal
lords, particularly the nobility, seeking to reduce the farm size to a minimum sufficient for sub-
sistence. That minimum, which differed between full tenant and smallholder farms, had to sustain
not only the tenant’s family but also his livestock that provided labour on the seignorial fields, and
to pay rent in kind or in coin. Kochanowicz focused more attention on the peripheral variants of
the model, for example in southern, highland Poland where demesne farms were not as numerous
due to unfavourable geographical conditions, and on certain opportunities for modernisation in
suburban areas.38

Researchers generally agree that full tenants grew more and more pauperised. Originally, a full
tenant was a holder of a full-size, one-hide-large farm, which in the south of Poland meant around
25 hectares. Meanwhile, a lot of sources, particularly tax records, indicate that already in the sec-
ond half of the sixteenth century, an average full-tenant farm was 0.5 hide in size, and that smaller
ones not exceeding a quarter of a hide were also recorded.39 In fact, the tenant situation could vary
quite a lot, depending on the lordship (royal, church or noble), size of the estate, geographic loca-
tion, farmstead size, land productivity, etc. Relative to these factors, a fullholding could comprise
below 10 hectares of arable land as well as up to 30 hectares; a farmstead could be below 5 or over
10 hectares in size. Generally, it is observed that in highland areas, where demesne farms were few
in number, the majority of land was attended to by tenants who were liable to little or no corvée.
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Scantier records are available to show that tenant holdings on royal estates were less varied in
terms of area and more fragmented, and on noble estates (particularly in the lowlands) they were
more polarised, with infrequent but large fullholdings (over 20 hectares) or farmsteads that were
not much smaller.40

Can we say anything definite about how the peasant class tolerated food crises if their variation
in wealth status has not been fully determined? A fairly obvious conclusion is that peasants in the
highlands owned farms that could not produce enough grain to sustain their families’ livelihood,
the reason being not so much their small size but the meagre yields from poor quality soils.
Essentially, spring crops dominated across the foothill and highland regions, particularly oats,
so the crop volume of own-grown rye, a fundamental bread cereal, was too small. It remains
an open question to what extent other farming activities (typically cattle and poultry breeding)
helped supplement consumption and increase the monetary income. It seems, however, that given
the heavy financial obligations imposed on the farms, the local peasant economy required non-
farming activity as well (forest exploitation or crafts such linen weaving). Villages on noble estates,
especially those situated in the valleys of the larger rivers and therefore benefiting from commer-
cial ties with the grain market of Gdańsk, were the exact opposite. They not only allowed full-
tenant holdings to satisfy their demand for the consumption of cereal (rye, barley, partly oats),
but also made it possible for some of them to produce significant quantities of wheat, probably for
sale. It is interesting to note the situation of peasants in the villages south of Krakow. The distri-
bution of cereal produce appears self-sustenance-oriented (evidenced by no wheat) yet as a large
portion of land was held by lords of the manor, tenant farms were too small to sustain their live-
lihood. This is what transpires from a 1772 book of inventories of Libertów village, which emphas-
ised the fact that peasants were involved in trading, probably with Krakow.41

The Niepołomice estate was poised between these variants. In the classification model of pre-
industrial communities with respect to their capacity for coping with crises constructed by Daniel
R. Curtis, the local community should fall under ‘polarised-persisted’, that is prone to subsistence
crises.42 In terms of rural community resilience, there are selective real statistics to lean on, namely
the overall output of grain from all peasant farms. The example of a section of the Niepołomice
estate comprising the villages centred around Mikluszowice shows relatively low resilience. It is
estimated based on data from the first land cadastre (the Josephine Cadastre, 1785) that the aver-
age annual cereal crops (including oats and excluding grain for sowing) could feed a community of
more than two thousand, which is more less what the local population was before the 1737 famine.
Presumably, the peasants teetered on the verge of underfeeding even in the productive years, and
the manor’s resources proved critical. Using analogous conversion rates, the output of demesne
farms – in principle intended for sale – was sufficient for little more than six hundred people.43

Famines and the peasants
Oddly enough, the two most devastating famines in eighteenth-century Poland were not particu-
larly devastating in the terriers of the Niepołomice estate. They only mention a crop failure in
1726, which did not result in any major demographic collapse (Figure 1), and poor crops before
1739. However, the 1736 terrier reports devastation of arable land in villages on the river Raba in
the aftermath of a recent flood.44 The large number of surviving terriers capture some aspects of
the socio-economic condition of the peasantry, doubtless related to the two great famines men-
tioned above. One of them is change in size of land used by full peasants and smallholders over
time, measured by the number of ploughlands and farmsteads or parts of them that remained in
use (Figure 3).

The first of the terriers (1710) shows the effects of a long-lasting crisis caused by war (the Great
Northern War), epidemic and a severe winter (1709). According to this, the cultivated plough-
lands only slightly outnumbered the abandoned ones. The situation of smallholdings was much
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better (only 11.5 per cent were deserted). The next terrier, drawn up during a famine, is a record of
catastrophe. Only 31 per cent of the full tenant ploughlands and 64 per cent of the smallholders’
farms were occupied. Over the 1720s and early 1730s, peasant land was remodelled. In 1733, only
4 per cent of the fullholdings and 1 per cent of the small farms were deserted. The famine of 1737
had a negative, though not dramatic, impact on the development of peasant land. Again, plough-
lands of full peasants were more afflicted: 15 per cent of them were vacant in 1739, versus only 7
per cent of smallholdings. In the 1740s, the situation went back to the pre-famine condition.

The total number of peasant households, not only full tenants or smallholders but also cot-
tagers (with small plots of land) and lodgers-with-cottages, changed depending on the area of land
cultivated in the terrier year by local peasants (Figures 3 and 4). The graph shows, however, that
throughout the first half of the eighteenth century, despite many adverse factors including two
famines, the group including smallholders was the most stable. In the 1730s, it even grew signifi-
cantly, mainly in two villages, in part because some cottagers moved up the social ladder. The
likely long-term effect of the famine of 1737 is a lower number of lodgers, which category declined
to only 8 per cent of all households in 1744. The above two graphs show that the overall number of
peasant households was predominantly affected by the situation within the class of smallholders.

A closer look is needed at the relationship between cultivated land and full tenants, a group
more sensitive to shocks than the theoretically poorer smallholders (Figure 5).

The first famine (1714–15), which left two-thirds of the peasant land fallow, did not turn out
conducive to the existing peasant farms growing larger. On the contrary, they shrank relative to
what they had been five years earlier. The following years saw a rebuilding of the estate economy
and a densification of peasant farms; as a result, in 1736 the average size was less than 0.7 of ‘stan-
dard’ ploughland. The second famine increased the average size of full-tenant farmholding only

Figure 3. Number of cultivated and abandoned ploughlands (Pol. role) and smallholdings (Pol. zagrody) in the Niepołomice
estate.
Source: CAHR, Zbiór Popielów, pp. 282, 283, 285, 286, 287, 288, 290.
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slightly, and stabilised it at this level. In the feudal economy, taking in more land meant higher
levies (corvée labour, duties) and required many draught animals. Also, the demesne administra-
tion found it easier to exact, for example, five days of labour per week from two (or even three)
tenants living on a piece of ploughland than from a single tenant who, for example, did not possess
enough horses or oxen.

Data on draught animals in peasant farms is incomplete (Figure 6). The most interesting are
details of full tenants. The 1715 terrier shows the situation was disastrous; after that, the terriers
pass over the subject. However, we can assume that in 1736 the situation was back to that desired
(about six hundred animals, convertible to horses). The famine of 1737 resulted in a small, albeit
significant, loss of draught animals that was, however, quickly compensated for with an excess.
Nevertheless it should be noted that in 1744 the cheaper, but less efficient, oxen had a greater share
in draught animal power. This may be indicative of the progressive penury of the full tenants.

The large number of vacant ploughlands and smallholdings in 1710 and 1715 should be put
down to abandonment rather than the deaths of the holders.45 Lodgers were installed on some of
the farmsteads, apparently for a period, to attend to the cottage in compensation for one day of
labour (pedestrian corvée). Sometimes, a full-tenant farmholding or farmstead (zagroda) was
empty in 1710, but by 1715 the same full tenant/smallholder was back in attendance and paid
the levies due. And there were cases like Józef Cieślik, a smallholder in Mikluszowice, who
appeared in records in 1710, in 1715 the farmstead was empty, but ten years later old Józef
Cieślik and his son Mateusz again paid the full feudal levies due.46

The data presented so far show that the economic situation of all the tenants of the estate of
Niepołomice was moderately affected by the famine of 1737, which – in demographic terms – was

Figure 4. Distribution of peasant households in the Niepołomice estate.
Source: See Figure 3.
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very severe. The good identification of the tenants and the accurate data in the 1739 terrier reflect-
ing the changes that took place over the course of three years, permit us, however, to trace the
recomposition of the farms of all categories in one part of the estate – the Mikluszowice complex
(206 farms in 6 villages in 1736), as shown in the graph (Figure 7).

More detailed analysis of changes in the farm holdings that took place between 1736 and 1739
will show the consequences of the 1737 famine for the peasant community. No more than half of
those who were full tenants in 1736 kept the same status in 1739. Almost a quarter (22 per cent)
moved to smaller farms, many became mere lodgers. Lastly, 29 per cent left their farms (died or

Figure 5. Abandoned vs cultivated ploughlands per full tenant in the Niepołomice estate.
Source: See Figure 3.

Figure 6. Draught animals owned by full
tenants in the Niepołomice estate.
Source: See Figure 3.
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fled). The group of smallholders was the most stable, but a similar proportion of them left the
region permanently too. Cottagers and lodgers suffered fewer personal losses, and additionally,
thanks to inflows from other classes, they grew in number. The famine opened opportunities
for thirty-eight new farmers (previously unregistered) to take over farms. This group includes
heirs to deceased tenants. These represented 22 per cent of the farms in 1739, and were the largest
group of cottagers. The most dynamic changes took place just among the cottagers. When the
famine retreated, the cottagers were the only group a minor part of which were former cottagers,
and a majority of which was represented by degraded full- and smallholders. Among those who
permanently left their farms, only twenty-four died, sixteen of them definitely during the famine.
The others moved to poorhouses, became real lodgers (without a cottage), or fled the property (the
terrier usually states where to).

The situations of peasants in Niepołomice and other estates are hard to compare. For one thing,
reliable sources are lacking, particularly for that region. And for another, the scales of the 1714–15
and 1737 disasters are not well known, and have received little historical attention. This is the
reason Jerzy Topolski attributed the considerable increase in the number of abandoned peasant
farmsteads in the 1739 terrier of the Gniezno bishop’s estate located in Mazovia to the ravages of
war in the early eighteenth century.47 But we do come across conclusions that the crisis saw the
number of full-tenant farmsteads drop most dramatically.48 In southern Poland, the consequences
of the 1737 famine are found in other large estates in the possession of the most important of

Figure 7. Changes in the tenant composition in the Mikluszowice complex between 1736 and 1739.
Source: See Figure 3.
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Polish senators, the Castellan of Krakow. Its 1741 terrier still listed empty full-tenant farms with,
interestingly, a larger proportion of them in so-called lower villages (five villages, 9 per cent of land
unfarmed) where corvée was delivered, compared to mountain villages (six villages, 3 per cent of
land abandoned), where corvée was converted to money.49

Smaller but well managed estates had a more stable situation. Out of twenty-eight farmers (spe-
cifically full tenants and smallholders) in two villages that belonged to the Krakow Chapter in 1712
and were located on the river Dunajec, only one full-tenant farm was empty in early 1715.
However, the famine may have had deferred consequences since a review of the estate in late
1721 reported ‘vacant settlements’ in the plural. A 1743 review, the first after the famine of
1737, reported no unfarmed fullholdings or smallholdings but the situation of two full tenants
was so bad that the idea of having the manor sow their land was even considered.

Famines and manorial demesnes
The staple produce of manorial farms was grain. Like in other latifundia in southern Poland, rye
and wheat were the major commodity sold for the domestic or foreign (via Gdańsk) market.50

Grain (rye and barley) in liquid form was also sold for the domestic market as beer or vodka.
During times of famine, alcohol production usually ceased but high profits could still be achieved
by selling previously stockpiled grain. This, however, was only true for the larger demesnes or
owners of lands located in various parts of the country, who could move the stocks from the
better-supplied regions.51 This was not the case for smaller landowners, like the parish priest
of Chełm, who complained in 1736: ‘Now that grain is expensive, there is nothing to sell’, only
to note bitterly early the following year ‘Whoever had old grain stashed away in these parts, col-
lected enough money. I did not have enough to do the sowing.’52 These quotations bring up the
major question of whether famine is a natural or man-made catastrophe. Even with very poor
crops, demesne farms, having satisfied their supply needs, had certain quantities of grain available
to sell on the market and take advantage of price increases, or to distribute to their subjects on
satisfactory terms. As the accounting books of the Niepołomice estate from that period are miss-
ing, it is impossible to say what quantities of grain were available at the time and how they were
distributed. All we know is that in 1737 the subjects received certain quantities of grain from local
demesne farms.

The question is: did famines have a lasting effect on the landlords’ farms? Unfortunately,
manorial accounts dating from the period under study have not survived in Niepołomice. We
can only compare the volume of winter crops sown (wheat and rye) on eight farms (nine were
established around 1730), assuming it reflects changes in the area of cultivated land, but only for
the years in which the inventory was taken. The values obtained are obviously approximate, as
various measures of cereal volume used over the years have to be converted. Particular note should
be taken of sowing volume for the agricultural year 1714–15, as it stood at just 77 per cent of that
for 1710, and 53 per cent of the maximum recorded in 1730. The reason was not a shortage of
grain: the previous years’ respective stocks were listed in the inventory. No such significant effect
was noted after the famine of 1737. Sowing for the agricultural year 1738–9 corresponded to 92
per cent of that in 1735–6, but, interestingly, it was lower in 1743–4.53 Likely, the farms had stocks
of grain from previous, more fertile years, hence shortage of grain for sowing was not a major
problem, especially in the long run. If needed, grain was bought (this was expressly stated in
1736). A bigger problem lay elsewhere. Since the demesne’s production hinged on the labour
of all the tenant groups, the supply of labour days available to the manor over a given period
was key (Figure 8). Let us look at how the supply of corvée changed (one working day with
draught animals counts as two ‘pedestrian’ days).

The outset of the century saw a great shortage of peasant forced labour. In 1715, the insuffi-
ciency of draught labour was particularly acute, as animals were needed to transport grain to
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markets.54 In periods of less distress, the draught labour equivalent represented over half the total
labour days available to the demesnal farm – in 1715 it was around one-third. Shortage of unpaid
labour resulted in lower demesnal production. It is hard at present to estimate the scope of famine
outside Małopolska, but small and stable quantities of corn carried to Gdańsk in 1716–20 may be
indicative of a crisis that was much more extensive in terms of territory.55 Around 1730, the situ-
ation on the Niepołomice estate stabilised at about 1,500 days of pedestrian labour weekly. At that
time, the potential number of working days was even higher, as over one hundred full tenants and
smallholders paid annual rent in cash in place of corvée. The famine of 1737 changed the situation
for the next few years at least. The number of corvée renters fell to only eighteen households in
1744, and the number of days of labour, especially draught labour (53 per cent of its equivalent
value), grew. This should be explained as due to a long-term impoverishment of the peasant pop-
ulation rather than the landlords acting intentionally.

There was a greater problem faced by small estates. The parish priest of Chełm, who only
owned around 54 hectares of arable land and in the aftermath of the 1737 famine lost the majority
of his subjects, was forced to hire workforce for the harvest that year. Anticipating problems in
finding people ‘because they have died out’, he hired over a dozen people before harvest began.56

The manor and the tenants
The estate terriers quite often mention the destruction of peasant land by river floods and an
ensuing reduction in manorial duties. There is no information, however, on a systemic solution
to crop failures. Thus, the only form of help was granting temporary reliefs of dues or loans in
grain or cash. The majority of tenants were in need of such support in periods of poor harvest,
considering that an average full-tenant farmholding in the Niepołomice estate was 7–8 hectares in
size, which was 0.7 of standard ploughland (the standard was likely half the Frankish hufe). At the
peak of the famine the support boiled down to sending peasants off to buy grain in autumn 1736
and bringing it to the manorial granaries so it could be distributed to them before the sowing

Figure 8. Peasant labour in the Niepołomice estate.
Source: See Figure 3.
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season at higher prices. This way, the manor would make a 12.5 per cent gain on rye. In addition,
the peasant complained that the grain was dry and clean at purchase but contaminated and damp
(cooked). The value of grain and cash loaned at the turn of 1736 and 1737 (using an official con-
version rate) was 9,970 złotys for the entire estate.57 In 1744, a list of unpaid peasants’ debts from
the past ten years was drawn up. The oldest ones dated back to 1734 and 1735, that is, years of
catastrophic rains and floods. The value of unpaid debts reached 309 zlotys at the time. For the
famine years of 1736 and 1737, the peasants owed 893 zlotys, which was less than 10 per cent of
the original sum. The next list refers to the years 1738–44 yet it is unclear whether it actually
applies to all the years of the period or just some of the worse seasons. The total debt arising,
mainly from borrowed cereals, was 2,535 zlotys due from 139 peasants (15 per cent of all farmers).
The debtors included representatives of all tenant groups. The grain prices quoted next to the
debtors were likely as at the date of the loan and reflect prices in Krakow.58 The priest of the
nearby parish of Chełm described this ‘support’mechanism for the subjects in more detail in con-
nection with the famine of 1737. He had nine serfs of his own, and until the summer of 1736 none
of them had died thanks to his assistance. But, he noted, they owed him outstanding debts carried
over from the previous years. But another poor harvest left him with grain that was hardly enough
for sowing and his own maintenance. As a result, five of his serfs died and two left their farms. The
foresightful priest made a register of debts, which amounted to 162 zlotys. As he noted directly, the
grain prices were current at the date of the loan, that is, when they peaked. The priest also allowed
working off the debt – he deducted one-third zloty for a day’s labour (in 1737 he paid two-thirds
zloty to hirelings). Some of the debts were partially repaid by 1740, and at that time forgiven. To
borrow grain or cash was a common practice. In early 1715, serfs from two villages (out of a total
of fifty-two farms of all categories) owed almost 500 zlotys to the Krakow Chapter as owner. In
1743, in turn, the local peasants still owed some 300 zlotys, and some of the full tenants still
demanded rudimentary support. All in all they were allowed to take out loans from the nearby
estates on condition that the loans were repaid from the following year’s crops and the debt
amount did not exceed 300 zlotys.59

Without any precautions taken by the landowner, the situation of the peasants was taking an
increasingly tragic turn. A terrier drafted when the famine peaked (April 1737) for a small estate
26 km south of Niepołomice (Gruszów, Kwapinka) owned by a petty nobleman, shows that only
seven out of twenty-nine farmers sowed anything for the winter and kept grain to sow in spring
and to feed on. The others had either died, or sowed their fields only in part, many others were
hard up for food. They put the blame for their hardships on the landowner, who had died. Yet
while in spring 1737 three farms were abandoned, in December the same year the number dou-
bled.60 Village lessors were hardly helpful to the peasants. This is what happened in Bieńkowice, a
village located nearby, where five out of six peasant fullholdings had no possessors in 1741, neither
did one smallholding and two cottages. For fugitive peasants, lack of support from the leaseholder
was stated expressly as the reason.61

It was the famines of 1714–15 and 1737 that most likely resulted in stronger control over the
tenants and their resources for the provision of corvée. Thus, the 1715 terrier contains extra infor-
mation about the draught animals owned by the peasants (horses and oxen). The next two (1725
and 1730) bring no such data but name peasants’ male descendants. The terrier of 1733 contains
data that is as modest as that of 1710, but information about the number of sons and the number
of horses and oxen already reappears in 1736 and in the following two terriers. Besides, the 1739
terrier gives precise details of where peasants had fled to and the current whereabouts of their
offspring. Detailed registration of peasant human and animal resources is common to many other
eighteenth-century terriers. The 1744 terrier of the Sandomierz starosty lists married, unmarried
and deceased offspring (in relation to the previous terrier of 1737?) as well as peasant-owned oxen,
horses and cows. Another terrier of this property, put together in 1750, lists the offspring of both
sexes by name and age. In the 1757 and 1767 terriers of the noble estates of Rytwiany, Łubnice,
Kotuszów and Łysaków, draught animals and offspring of both sexes were listed (with only
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draught animals in 1705). The 1725 terrier of the noble estate of Dębica specifies, apart from chil-
dren, servants of both sexes, horses, oxen and horned cattle.62 These data appear to have been
noted less frequently in areas where actual serfdom was rarely used or not used at all, for example
on the estate of Myślenice, 1752.63

Conclusions
The above example of a large feudal landed estate in southern Poland, with agricultural produc-
tion dominant, does not warrant any definitive conclusions as to the impact of famine on the
manorial and peasant economy. Related research is hampered by an approach to solving subsis-
tence crises that was highly inward-oriented and confined to the feudal estate. Major crop failures
recurred every few years, and the segnieurs would address that with a policy of attempting to
retain the most valuable workforce, the full tenants and smallholders. Yet when extreme weather
conditions and crop failures cumulated over at least two consecutive years there was no way a
demographic slump could be prevented, as it was not prevented in Sweden. In the Curtis model,
based on the similarity of the characteristics of the communities in western and southern Europe,
the peasants of the Niepołomice estate belonged to the community class ‘vulnerable’ to crises.64

The severe famines in the first half of the eighteenth century may be looked on as a proof, though
the scale of the havoc following the 1714–15 famine may suggest the estate had the status of ‘highly
vulnerable’. Famine never in itself led to the collapse of the manorial economy. Possibly, grain
output would shrink periodically, yet only if adequate labour (peasants and draught animals)
was lacking, not grain. This type of large estate either had reserves of grain stocks from previous
years or they had cash, and they benefited from rising grain prices. Even support for the tenants
through loans converted to current ‘hunger’ prices was a form of profitable, though not necessarily
secure, investment. In the Niepołomice property, there was a surplus of workforce where the num-
ber of labour days available as feudal obligations that all peasants inhabiting a real property were
required to deliver. When there was no crisis, tenants would redeem this surplus for money, yet in
periods directly following famines the manor would prefer the full use of corvée labour to cash.
Therefore, efficient management of human resources (peasants of all groups) and draught animals
in their possession was critical for the manor, and required detailed tracking of peasant offspring
and migration, as well as horses and oxen.

To make it worse, demesnes of all ownership types (villages or strings of them) were typically
leased short term, so the leaseholders inevitably put their minds on making profits rather than on
upholding the estate’s demographic sustainability over the long run. Nevertheless, the smaller an
estate, the more modest its human reserves, and even a small drop in population (whether due to
death or flight) could prove fateful. If nothing else, it could mean a need to hire people for work in
the fields in the circumstances of growing wages.65 The example of the small demesne of the
Krakow Chapter shows that careful control by the estate administrator could prevent that.66

From the perspective of the tenants who owned any property (if only a cottage) within the
Niepołomice estate, famine, such as that in 1737, did not appear as a complete catastrophe at first
regard either. These groups were affected not more than others by abrupt and drastic increases in
mortality. Nevertheless, famine observably impoverished and reshuffled various tenant popula-
tions. This is especially true of full tenants, who were liable for the most onerous feudal obliga-
tions. The destitution of the tenants who used bigger plots of land would come through, for
example, in the growing number of oxen at the expense of horses, or their inability to pay rent
in lieu of labour days. Tenant indebtedness with the lords over long terms opened the door for the
latter to exert economic pressure, especially in the absence of any state intervention (except for
royal demesnes).67 That could hardly be called a moral economy, and a fear of excessive migration
(outflow) of tenants was in all probability the only thing that curbed the feudal lords’ behaviour.68

In this sense, the consequences of the 1737 famine were profound, continued for at least a decade
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and restrained the marketisation of the serfs’ economic activities as manorial debt had to be repaid
not necessarily in cash but, for example, in labour days instead.

If the conclusions that the Niepołomice estate records and other lesser sources cited above lead
to are confirmed by further research on various types of demesnes, we will be able to accept that
famines themselves had generally rather mild economic effects. There were certain differences
though: larger estates appear to have coped with such crises more effectively than smaller ones,
while famines were more severe for peasants and less so for their feudal lords. On the whole, they
solidified the existing social and economic model by binding the tenant to the lord more tightly.
Apparently, the Domar model seems to work well here in the sense that as a result of excess
famine-related deaths, the increased land-labour ratio further fossilised peasant dependencies
and serfdom. Klein’s and Ogilvie’s argumentation supporting the model on the basis of evidence
from Bohemian lands, where the situation was similar (faint impact of towns’ labour market), is
also reflected in the Niepołomice estate: in reaction to the 1737 famine, the number of corvée
labour days went up, mostly because peasants waived conversion of labour days and served them
out instead.69 Another issue that has been highlighted is the concept of famine as a ‘man-made
catastrophe’ on Polish lands, which should be explored at length in the future by determining to
what extent grain reserves at demesne farms mitigated famines in local peasant communities (and
under what conditions) and to what extent the reserves were traded on the market, exacerbating
mortality among the subjects.

What we can, however, state for certain, is that contrary to claims by Kula and others, Poland,
which was a grain exporter and a classic example of second serfdom, saw famines on a scale
comparable to those in countries in Eastern and northern Europe. Mitigation – rather than
prevention – of subsistence crises, was in the hands of the landowners, and the peasants were
thrown back on their activity. The economic consequences of famines were of general nature
as well, involving subjects going into debt, peasant relocations between farms, increased popula-
tion on tenant farms, enforcing corvée labour, supply of working stock, etc. The differences
between estates of various ownership types or sizes boiled down to migration losses or the time
required to rebuild working human and stock resources. Forthcoming research should give a more
complete answer to the question of whether the impact of famines varied compared to other eco-
nomic shocks, such as plagues or wars. Another issue that seems to be reasonably worthy of asking
is whether an accumulation of natural disasters and warfare over certain periods had a more
robust effect on long-term economic trends in feudal husbandry.
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